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Chapter 1 : What's the difference between the U.S. deficit and the national debt? | HowStuffWorks
That's because the deficit, as reported in each year's federal budget, does not include all of the amount owed to the
Social Security Trust Fund. That amount is called off-budget. Second, the interest on the debt is added to the deficit
each year.

The United States government has continuously had a fluctuating public debt since its formation in , except for
about a year during â€”, a period in which president Andrew Jackson completely paid the national debt. To
allow comparisons over the years, public debt is often expressed as a ratio to gross domestic product GDP.
Public debt rose sharply during the s, as Ronald Reagan cut tax rates and increased military spending. It fell
during the s, due to decreased military spending, increased taxes and the s boom. Public debt rose sharply in
the wake of the â€” financial crisis and the resulting significant tax revenue declines and spending increases.
The CBO added that "about half of the decline Most of the marketable securities are Treasury notes, bills, and
bonds held by investors and governments globally. For example, in the case of the Social Security Trust Fund,
the payroll taxes dedicated to Social Security were credited to the Trust Fund upon receipt, but spent for other
purposes. If the government continues to run deficits in other parts of the budget, the government will have to
issue debt held by the public to fund the Social Security Trust Fund, in effect exchanging one type of debt for
the other. Red lines indicate the "debt held by the public" and black lines indicate the total national debt or
gross public debt. The difference is the "intragovernmental debt," which includes obligations to government
programs such as Social Security. The second panel shows the two debt figures as a percentage of U. GDP
dollar value of U. The top panel is deflated so every year is in dollars U. This debt mainly represents
obligations to Social Security recipients and retired federal government employees, including military. Only
debt held by the public is reported as a liability on the consolidated financial statements of the United States
government. Debt held by government accounts is an asset to those accounts but a liability to the Treasury;
they offset each other in the consolidated financial statements. The ratio of debt to GDP may decrease as a
result of a government surplus as well as due to growth of GDP and inflation. Federal takeover of Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac Under normal accounting rules, fully owned companies would be consolidated into the
books of their owners, but the large size of Fannie and Freddie has made the U. When Freddie Mac and Fannie
Mae required bail-outs, White House Budget Director Jim Nussle, on September 12, , initially indicated their
budget plans would not incorporate the GSE debt into the budget because of the temporary nature of the
conservator intervention. For example, the U. The guarantee program lapsed at the end of when Congress
declined to extend the scheme. The funding of direct investments made in response to the crisis, such as those
made under the Troubled Assets Relief Program , are included in the debt. Unfunded obligations excluded[
edit ] The U. The Government Accountability Office GAO projects that payouts for these programs will
significantly exceed tax revenues over the next 75 years. The Medicare Part A hospital insurance payouts
already exceed program tax revenues, and social security payouts exceeded payroll taxes in fiscal These
deficits require funding from other tax sources or borrowing. This is the amount that would have had to be set
aside in in order to pay for the unfunded obligations which, under current law, will have to be raised by the
government in the future. In other words, health care programs will require nearly five times more funding
than Social Security. The Congressional Budget Office includes historical budget and debt tables along with
its annual "Budget and Economic Outlook. This was measured using "debt held by the public. Also, this
number excludes state and local debt. However, there is complexity in the budgetary computations that can
make the deficit figure commonly reported in the media the "total deficit" considerably different from the
annual increase in the debt. The major categories of differences are the treatment of the Social Security
program, Treasury borrowing, and supplemental appropriations outside the budget process. Postal Service , are
considered "off-budget", while most other expenditure and receipt categories are considered "on-budget". The
total federal deficit is the sum of the on-budget deficit or surplus and the off-budget deficit or surplus. This
latter figure is the one commonly reported in the media. Certain spending called "supplemental
appropriations" is outside the budget process entirely but adds to the national debt. Funding for the Iraq and
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Afghanistan wars was accounted for this way prior to the Obama administration. The federal government
publishes the total debt owed public and intragovernmental holdings monthly. Treasury has been obtaining
negative real interest rates on government debt, meaning the inflation rate is greater than the interest rate paid
on the debt. United States debt ceiling The debt ceiling is a legislative mechanism to limit the amount of
national debt that can be issued by the Treasury. In effect, it will restrain the Treasury from paying for
expenditures after the limit has been reached, even if the expenditures have already been approved in the
budget and have been appropriated. If this situation were to occur, it is unclear whether Treasury would be
able to prioritize payments on debt to avoid a default on its debt obligations, but it would have to default on
some of its non-debt obligations. This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by
adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. August Learn how
and when to remove this template message Estimated ownership each year Because a large variety of people
own the notes, bills, and bonds in the "public" portion of the debt, Treasury also publishes information that
groups the types of holders by general categories to portray who owns United States debt. In this data set,
some of the public portion is moved and combined with the total government portion, because this amount is
owned by the Federal Reserve as part of United States monetary policy. See Federal Reserve System. As is
apparent from the chart, a little less than half of the total national debt is owed to the "Federal Reserve and
intragovernmental holdings". The foreign and international holders of the debt are also put together from the
notes, bills, and bonds sections. To the right is a chart for the data as of June This section needs additional
citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. November
Learn how and when to remove this template message Composition of U. Long-Term Treasury Debt â€”, from
U. Treasury securities 10 percent of total U. While unlikely, indeed highly improbable for public sector
investors, a sudden rush for the exits cannot be ruled out completely. The June forecast was essentially the
budget trajectory inherited from President Obama; it was prepared prior to the Tax Act and other spending
increases under President Trump. For the period, CBO projects the sum of the annual deficits i. That would be
the highest level since the end of World War Two. Maintaining current policies for example would include
extending the individual Trump tax cuts past their scheduled expiration in , among other changes. The Outlook
mainly covers the year period through The "extended baseline scenario" assumes that the laws currently on
the books will be implemented, for the most part. The CBO reported in July that under this scenario: If current
laws remained generally unchanged in the future, federal debt held by the public would decline slightly
relative to GDP over the next few years. After that, however, growing budget deficits would push debt back to
and above its current high level. Twenty-five years from now, in , federal debt held by the public would
exceed percent of GDP. Moreover, debt would be on an upward path relative to the size of the economy, a
trend that could not be sustained indefinitely. By , the deficit would equal 6. CBO projects that real GNP in
would be about 5 percent lower under the extended alternative fiscal scenario than under the extended baseline
with economic feedback, and that interest rates would be about three-quarters of a percentage point higher.
Reflecting the budgetary effects of those economic developments, federal debt would rise to percent of GDP
in Debt is projected to continue rising relative to GDP under the above two scenarios, although the CBO did
also offer other scenarios that involved austerity measures that would bring the debt to GDP ratio down. By
comparison, such debt comprised 35 percent of GDP in and has averaged 39 percent of GDP during the past
40 years. Citizens will either have to pay more for their government, accept less in government services and
benefits, or both. A growing portion of savings would go towards purchases of government debt, rather than
investments in productive capital goods such as factories and computers, leading to lower output and incomes
than would otherwise occur; If higher marginal tax rates were used to pay rising interest costs, savings would
be reduced and work would be discouraged; Rising interest costs would force reductions in government
programs; Restrictions to the ability of policymakers to use fiscal policy to respond to economic challenges;
and An increased risk of a sudden fiscal crisis, in which investors demand higher interest rates. The National
Defense Authorization Act of the fiscal year included a provision requiring the Secretary of Defense to
conduct a "national security risk assessment of U. Treasury securities as a coercive tool would have limited
effect and likely would do more harm to China than to the United States. As the threat is not credible and the
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effect would be limited even if carried out, it does not offer China deterrence options, whether in the
diplomatic, military, or economic realms, and this would remain true both in peacetime and in scenarios of
crisis or war. Treasury securities represent only a small part of total U. But given the significant costs and
risks associated with a rapidly rising federal debt, our nation should soon put in place a credible plan for
reducing deficits to sustainable levels over time.
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Chapter 2 : National debt of the United States - Wikipedia
The U.S. federal budget deficit for fiscal year is $ billion. FY covers October 1, , through September 30, The deficit
occurs because the U.S. government spending of $ trillion is higher than its revenue of $ trillion.

He also stated that "a large proportion" of them are "mentally impaired. It should be noted, however, that the
study did not examine the longer-term impact of Reagan tax policy, including sunset clauses and "the
long-run, fully-phased-in effect of the tax bills". Total federal tax receipts increased in every Reagan year
except , at an annual average rate of 6. This was the highest of any President from Carter through Obama. He
abolished neither, but elevated veterans affairs from independent agency status to Cabinet-level department
status. Income inequality in the United States Continuing a trend that began in the s, income inequality grew
and accelerated in the s. The Economist wrote in A few years later, at the start of the s, the gap between rich
and poor began to widen. President, measured as cumulative percentage change from month after inauguration
to end of term. Reagan was second only to Clinton post Interest rates, inflation, and unemployment fell faster
under Reagan than they did immediately before or after his presidency. The only economic variable that was
lower during period than in both the pre- and post-Reagan years was the savings rate, which fell rapidly in the
s. The productivity rate was higher in the pre-Reagan years but lower in the post-Reagan years. Economic
analyst Stephen Moore stated in the Cato analysis, "No act in the last quarter century had a more profound
impact on the U. Consumer and investor confidence soared. Cutting federal income taxes, cutting the U.
Lower marginal tax rates, less regulation, restrained government spending, noninflationary monetary policy.
Though Reagan did not achieve all of his goals, he made good progress. In addition, the public debt rose from
Third, greater enforcement of U. They stated, "The move toward markets preceded the leader [Reagan] who is
seen as one of their saviors. The number of pages added to the Register each year declined sharply at the start
of the Ronald Reagan presidency breaking a steady and sharp increase since The increase in the number of
pages added per year resumed an upward, though less steep, trend after Reagan left office. In contrast, the
number of pages being added each year increased under Ford, Carter, George H. Bush, Clinton, George W.
Bush, wrote in I used the phrase "charlatans and cranks" in the first edition of my principles textbook to
describe some of the economic advisers to Ronald Reagan, who told him that broad-based income tax cuts
would have such large supply-side effects that the tax cuts would raise tax revenue. I did not find such a claim
credible, based on the available evidence. My other work has remained consistent with this view. In a paper on
dynamic scoring, written while I was working at the White House, Matthew Weinzierl and I estimated that a
broad-based income tax cut applying to both capital and labor income would recoup only about a quarter of
the lost revenue through supply-side growth effects. For a cut in capital income taxes, the feedback is larger
â€” about 50 percent â€” but still well under percent. A chapter on dynamic scoring in the Economic Report of
the President says about the the [sic] same thing. What distinguished the new supply siders from the traditional
supply siders as the s began was not the policies they advocated but the claims that they made for those
policies The "new" supply siders were much more extravagant in their claims. They projected rapid growth,
dramatic increases in tax revenue, a sharp rise in saving, and a relatively painless reduction in inflation. The
height of supply side hyperbole was the "Laffer curve" proposition that the tax cut would actually increase tax
revenue because it would unleash an enormously depressed supply of effort. Another remarkable proposition
was the claim that even if the tax cuts did lead to an increased budget deficit, that would not reduce the funds
available for investment in plant and equipment because tax changes would raise the saving rate by enough to
finance the increased deficit Nevertheless, I have no doubt that the loose talk of the supply side extremists
gave fundamentally good policies a bad name and led to quantitative mistakes that not only contributed to
subsequent budget deficits but that also made it more difficult to modify policy when those deficits became
apparent.
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WASHINGTON â€” The federal government's annual budget deficit is set to widen significantly in the next few years,
The national debt, which has exceeded $21 trillion, will soar to more than.

Deficits, Debt, and Interest Three important budget concepts are deficits or surpluses , debt, and interest. For
any given year, the federal budget deficit is the amount of money the federal government spends minus the
amount of revenues it takes in. The interest paid on this debt is the cost of government borrowing. UPDATED
May 21, Deficits or Surpluses For any given year, the federal budget deficit is the amount of money the
federal government spends also known as outlays minus the amount of money it collects from taxes also
known as revenues. If the government collects more revenue than it spends in a given year, the result is a
surplus rather than a deficit. This is one reason that deficits typically grow or surpluses shrink during
recessions. Conversely, when the economy is strong, deficits tend to shrink or surpluses grow. A government
may also face a structural deficit, or one that would exist even if the economy were operating at full capacity,
with high employment. In contrast, when the government runs structural deficits and borrows large amounts of
money even in good economic times, that borrowing is much more likely to have harmful effects on private
credit markets and hurt economic growth over the long term. When the government runs a deficit, the debt
increases; when the government runs a surplus, the debt shrinks. There are two common measures of the debt:
Gross debt is debt held by the public plus the securities the Treasury issues to U. Each year, the amounts not
needed to pay current benefits are invested in Treasury bonds and the Treasury uses those proceeds to help pay
for government operations. As a result, the Treasury owes money to the Social Security trust funds and will
repay it when Social Security needs the money to pay future benefits. When the Treasury issues bonds to
Social Security and other government trust and special funds, by contrast, that internal transaction does not
affect the credit markets. The chart below shows deficits and debt relative to the size of the economy as
measured by GDP. The budget does not have to be balanced to reduce the significance of the debt. For
example, even though there were deficits in almost every year from the end of World War II through the early
s, debt grew much more slowly than the economy, so the debt-to-GDP ratio fell dramatically. Debt held by the
public was 77 percent of GDP in That ratio is more than double what it was in , with the jump largely
resulting from the Great Recession and efforts to mitigate its impact. Under current budgetary policies, the
debt-to-GDP ratio is expected to rise about 17 percentage points over the coming decade and continue rising
over the subsequent decades as well. Recently enacted legislation â€” primarily the tax law â€” reduced
projected revenues as a share of GDP, contributing to an increase in the projected growth in debt. The ratio is
currently high by historical standards, leading some policymakers and analysts to call for more deficit
reduction in order to lower the debt ratio. Too much deficit reduction too fast is harmful to an economy that is
not at full strength, but economists generally believe that the debt ratio should be stable or declining when the
economy is strong. Interest costs are determined by both the amount of money borrowed also known as the
principal and the interest rate. When interest rates rise or fall, interest costs generally follow, making the debt a
bigger or smaller drain on the budget. Federal net interest costs, which have been held down by very low
interest rates in the Great Recession and its aftermath, amounted to 1. Both of these figures are well below
their average levels over the last 50 years. But interest costs â€” in dollar terms, as a percent of GDP, and as a
share of the budget â€” will increase as debt continues to grow and interest rates return to more normal levels.
The Debt Limit Congress exercises its constitutional power over federal borrowing by permitting the Treasury
to borrow as needed, but also imposing a legal limit on the amount of money that the Treasury can borrow to
finance its operations. The debt subject to that limit differs only slightly from the gross debt. Thus, it combines
debt held by the public with the Treasury securities held by government trust and special funds. Once the debt
limit is reached, the government must raise the debt limit, suspend the debt limit from taking effect, violate the
debt limit, or default on its legal obligation to pay its bills. Congress has raised or suspended the debt limit
more than 90 times since Raising or suspending the debt limit does not directly alter the amount of federal
borrowing or spending going forward. Rather, it allows the government to pay for programs and services that
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Congress has already approved. Nor is the need to raise or suspend the debt limit a reliable indicator of the
soundness of budget policy. For example, Congress had to raise the debt limit more than 30 times between the
end of World War II and the mids, even though the debt-to-GDP ratio fell very significantly over this period.
Similarly, debt subject to limit rose in the late s â€” even though the budget was in surplus and debt held by
the public was shrinking â€” because Social Security was also running large surpluses and lending them to the
Treasury. The Center on Budget and Policy Priorities is a nonprofit, nonpartisan research organization and
policy institute that conducts research and analysis on a range of government policies and programs. It is
supported primarily by foundation grants.
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How the National Debt Affects You. Rising federal budget deficits and national debt could eat into stock market returns.
Coryanne Hicks Sept. 26,

The two most loaded terms in all of macro finance, their connotations inspiring legislation and executive
decisions that affect us all. Alas, they even get elected sometimes. Debt is money owed, deficit is net money
taken in if negative. The former is a lifetime running tally, while the latter is an amount calculated over a
particular period. The debt is measured at a particular moment in time, deficit over a period of time. To
translate into the language of financial statements , debt is to deficit as balance sheet is to income statement.
Good Debt and Bad Debt might be the more ominous figure, but it need not indicate a weak economy. That
date is usually fixed; depending on whether the money is in the form of Treasury bills less than a year ,
Treasury notes years , Treasury bonds beyond , or one of the many other securities the federal government
issues. It might seem paradoxical, but spending generally increases government debt, while receipts reduce it.
A good number of economists will argue that debt should also include the trillions of dollars in currency in
circulation , all of it fiat , none of it backed by anything tangible, and its value set by nothing more substantial
than a public consensus. That debt is indeed growing. Of course, with a private company we call it loss or
profit when positive. But the parallel is there. By a wide margin , too. But a general retailer has different
financial goals than a sovereign nation does. For the latter, raising revenue is relatively easy. Just apply force,
by increasing taxes. However, a taxing authority that indiscriminately raises taxes will soon find its citizens in
revolt. The libertarian argument would seem to be that both numbers should be as low as possible, and if that
means the latter ends up slightly larger than the former, so be it. Somewhat impressively, the U. Again
accounting for the size and robustness of the national economy, the United States becomes less of an outlier
than when we look at raw numbers. Even when compared to a surplus. Debt is the accumulation of years of
deficit and the occasional surplus. Trading Center Want to learn how to invest? Get a free 10 week email
series that will teach you how to start investing. Delivered twice a week, straight to your inbox.
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Such high and rising debt would have serious negative consequences for the budget and the nation: Federal spending
on interest payments on that debt would increase substantially, especially because interest rates are projected to rise
over the next few years.

This means that the money coming in from income tax, unemployment insurance and all forms of economic
growth which generate state revenue are no longer enough to cover the expenses of running the country. This
situation can also arise when taxes are lowered without the expenses being correctly balanced out. Tax evasion
and poor collection of taxes are secondary causes which can lead to a budget deficit in the sense that, even
with the proper calculation of incoming money from the government â€” enough to cover the expenses â€” the
fact that the expected money does not reach the national budget can cause this imbalance. National debt
represents the amount owed by a Government. It can be split into internal debt, which means what the people
owe internally to different types of lenders, and the external debt contracted by the government from foreign
lenders. Since accumulating national debt is something politicians may be accused of and criticized for,
information about the situation can sometimes be presented in ways that are lacking in clarity. In order to level
this debt, the Treasury usually issues securities and bonds which it sells to the people in order to borrow some
of the money needed in order to keep operating. Such situations usually imply government efforts to increase
tax revenue by attracting investors, but also by taking the money out of services for the people. This means a
decreased standard of living. National debt comes with an increase in inflation and of all the prices of products
and services. Operations in such a country will be viewed as risky, and getting new capital into the country
will become very difficult. Consequently, personal investments and purchases will be limited, if not even
impossible. This can be the long term consequence of the national debt and illustrates how individuals can be
affected by it. Budget deficit vs National debt So what is the difference between budget deficit and national
debt? The budget deficit means spending more than cashing in while the national debt means money owed.
More than there being an easily noticeable difference between the two, they are actually connected. The
national debt is an accumulation of budget deficits, to which money owed to other countries is added.
Economists say that a reduction in deficit will not automatically reduce the national debt as well. While budget
deficits are the ones more easily run up, the national debt has a bigger effect on the economy and is the one
which decreases the living standard. People may not react to numbers saying how much each individual owes
but they get a better idea when they are told how much of the GDP should go into paying off the national debt.
Chapter 6 : Budget Deficit National Debt Reduction, Jun 7 | Video | www.nxgvision.com
The U.S. Federal deficit was $ billion in Obama's last year and it grew to $ billion in Trump's first year of his presidency.
I've been reviewing a report from the U.S. Treasury.

Chapter 7 : Policy Basics: Deficits, Debt, and Interest | Center on Budget and Policy Priorities
$1 Trillion Deficits To Return, National Debt To Rise, Projects CBO The nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office
released its first year economic outlook to factor in the GOP's tax cuts and.

Chapter 8 : What's the Difference Between the Debt and the Deficit?
The federal deficit â€” the gap between how much the government takes in and how much it spends â€” will hit $ billion
in fiscal , up 21 percent from , the CBO said.

Chapter 9 : Reaganomics - Wikipedia
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The terms national deficit and national surplus usually refer to the federal government budget balance from year to year,
not the cumulative amount of debt. A deficit year increases the debt, while a surplus year decreases the debt as more
money is received than spent.
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